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CAS Introduction

• CAS (48 C.F.R. Pt. 9904):  establishes cost accounting 

requirements

• Addresses measurement, assignment and allocation of costs

• Not allowability (but may be incorporated into FAR provisions)

• Not pricing

• Applies

• To prime contracts and subcontracts in excess of $750K

• Negotiated contracts (e.g., not sealed bid)

• Significance  

• Compliance costs

• Restricts possible accounting practices and ability to change practices

• Price reductions for noncompliance; permits recovery under fixed-price 

contracts
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CAS Introduction (cont.)

• Fundamental requirements

• Disclose practices (when applicable)

• Follow consistently established cost accounting practices

• Not just disclosed practices

• May change prospectively or retroactively within same fiscal year with 

Administrative Contracting Officer (“ACO”) approval

• Cost impact/price adjustment liability

• Comply with CAS in effect or as later modified (as applicable)

• Type of CAS coverage
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CAS Applicability

• Full v. modified CAS coverage 

• Full

• Single CAS-covered contract award of $50M or more during prior 

period; or

• Business unit received $50M or more in net CAS-covered prime and 

subcontract awards during prior period

• Modified

• CAS-covered contract award greater than $7.5M (trigger), but less 

than $50M in prior period; and

• Business unit received less than $50M in CAS-covered awards during 

prior period
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CAS Applicability (cont.)

• Full v. modified coverage (cont.)

• Full 

• Comply with all 19 Cost Accounting Standards

• DS required

• Modified 

• Comply with CAS 401, 402, 405 and 406

• Many other CAS requirements incorporated through cost principles

• May require filing of DS
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CAS Exemptions

• Sealed bid contracts

• Negotiated contracts not in excess of Truthful Cost or Pricing 

Data threshold ($750K)

• Small businesses

• Foreign governments

• Foreign concerns (except that CAS 401 and 402 apply) 

• Price set by law or regulation

• Commercial items (FFP, T&M, LH)

• Contract less than $7.5M, so long as business unit is not 

already performing a CAS-covered contract
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CAS Exemptions (cont.)

• Subcontracts under NATO PHM Ship program performed 

outside the U.S. by a foreign concern

• FFP contracts awarded on the basis of adequate price 

competition without submission of cost or pricing data

• Modifications to contracts not subject to CAS 

• As long as modification is within the scope of the original 

contract
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Determining Contract Value

• Measuring a contract’s value:  government approach

• Include value of all priced options (Working Group Item 76-2)

• Use maximum value of an ID/IQ contract

• Value separately each delivery order issued under a basic ordering 

agreement

• FAR § 16.702 specifically states that BOAs are not contracts

• FAR § 1.108(c) 

• “[A] specific dollar threshold . . . is the final anticipated dollar value of 

the action, including the dollar value of all options. If the action 

establishes a maximum quantity . . . the final anticipated dollar value 

must be the highest final priced alternative to the Government, 

including the value of all options.”

• May not be applicable to CAS
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What Is a DS?

• A written summary of a contractor’s cost accounting 

practices set forth at 48 C.F.R. § 9903.202-9

• Standard form submitted for segments and home office units

• DS Form, CASB DS-1

• Issues

• Deviations from disclosed practices may create liability

• Lack of "adequate" DS may preclude contract award

• Level of detail in continuation sheets

• Frequency of amendments

• Government views everything in DS as cost accounting practice
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When Is a DS Required?

• Business unit receives CAS-covered contract of $50M or 

more; must file DS before award

• Company, together with segments, receives CAS-covered 

contracts totaling $50M or more in prior period; must file DS 

before award of first CAS-covered contract in following year

• Segment of company must submit separate DS if costs 

included in price of CAS-covered contract will exceed $750K

• Home office that allocates costs to segments performing 

CAS-covered contracts must submit Part VIII of DS
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CAS 401:  Consistency in Estimating, 

Accumulating and Reporting Costs

• Practices used in estimating costs in proposals must be 

consistent with practices used in accumulating and report 

costs

• Purpose is to enhance the likelihood that comparable 

transactions are treated alike

• Must accumulate and report actual costs at the same or 

greater level of detail than when estimating costs for a 

proposal

• Consider whether the proposal allows a comparison of cost 

estimates with actual and reported costs

• All practices must be consistent, not just disclosed practices
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CAS 401 (cont.)

• Examples

• Compliant (CAS 401-60)

• Contractor estimates average production direct labor rates by labor 

category and collects costs by labor category

• Contractor accumulates, reports and estimates costs on a 

project/product line basis (Tex. Instruments, Inc., ASBCA 

No. 18621, 79-1 BCA ¶ 13,800)

• Noncompliant (CAS 401-60)

• Contractor estimates engineering labor by cost function (i.e., drafting, 

production engineering, etc.)

• Contractor accumulates total engineering labor in one undifferentiated 

account
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CAS 402:  Consistency in Allocating Costs 

Incurred for the Same Purpose

• All costs incurred for the same purpose, in like 

circumstances, must be treated consistently as either direct 

costs or indirect costs

• Ensures that each type of cost is allocated only once and on 

only one basis to any contract or cost objective

• DS description of practices should be clear and consistent 

with FAR, CAS and accounting practices

• Issues tend to focus on whether costs are incurred under 

different circumstances
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CAS 402 (cont.)

• Example

• Firemen Costs (CAS 402-60)

• Contract requires 3 firemen to protect highly flammable materials 

used on the contract

• Contractor has 10 firemen that work to protect its plant

• Contractor may allocate the 3 firemen directly to the contract and the 

10 firemen indirectly because firemen serve different purposes

• IR&D and B&P Costs (CAS 402-61)

• IR&D or B&P costs might qualify as direct costs if a specific 

contractual requirement for the work exists

• Same work might qualify as an indirect cost if not specifically required 

by a contract

• See ATK Thiokol, Inc. v. United States, 68 Fed. Cl. 612 (2005), aff’d

598 F.3d 1329 (Fed. Cir. 2010)
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CAS 405:  Accounting for Unallowable Costs

• Contractors must identify and exclude expressly unallowable 

and mutually agreed to be unallowable costs from billings

• Set up processes to identify unallowable costs

• Segregate unallowable costs and exclude from billings

• Purpose is to facilitate the negotiation, audit, administration 

and settlement of contracts

• Expressly unallowable costs are named and stated to be 

unallowable under law, regulations or contract terms

• FAR imposes penalties for the inclusion of expressly unallowable 

costs in indirect cost pools

• Applicable to all government contracts (not just CAS-covered)
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CAS 405 (cont.)

• Unallowable costs may not

• Impact the price of negotiated contracts; or

• Be passed on to the government through

• Billings

• Claims

• Rate submissions

• Unallowable costs should have G&A and other indirect costs 

allocated to them and must be included in the base for rate 

computation purposes
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CAS 406:  Cost Accounting Period

• Cost accounting period must align with contractor’s fiscal 

year (or another period if agreed to by the government)

• Purpose is to reduce the effects of variations in the flow of 

costs within each cost accounting period

• Indirect rates should be based on fiscal year

• For cost accumulation, a contractor must match the costs to 

the same period as the allocation base that relates to the 

costs (Aerojet Gen. Corp., ASBCA No. 34202, 90-1 BCA 

¶ 22,631)
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Additional CAS Requirements

• Additional CAS are incorporated into contracts through FAR 

cost principles

• CAS 404 and 409 capitalization and depreciation of tangible 

assets through FAR § 31.205-11 depreciation

• CAS 412/413 pension costs through FAR § 31.205-6(j) 

compensation for personal services

• CAS 415 accounting for the cost of deferred compensation 

through FAR § 31.205-6(k) compensation for personal services

• CAS 416 accounting for insurance costs through FAR 

§ 31.205-19 insurance and indemnification

• CAS 420 accounting for IR&D and B&P costs through FAR 

§ 31.205-18 IR&D and B&P costs
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Subcontract Administration 

• Prime contractors may be financially responsible for 

subcontractor’s CAS violations under FAR § 30.607

• Flowdown FAR § 52.230-3, Disclosure and Consistency of Cost 

Accounting Practices, or relevant CAS clauses necessary to 

implement specific application of “other types of CAS coverage,” 

when modified CAS applies

• Flowdown FAR § 52.230-6, Cost Accounting Standards, when 

CAS applies

• State CAS coverage status in the body of subcontract

• Notify CO of award of CAS-covered subcontract within 30 days

• Notify CO of any subcontractor CAS adjustments required or 

violations
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CAS Changes/Noncompliances

• CAS changes/noncompliances

• FAR §§ 52.230-3(a)(4) and -6(k):  permits the government to 

adjustment a contract price if CAS change/noncompliance 

results in “any aggregate increased costs paid” by the 

government

• CAS may provide the government with an alternative 

argument for recovery

• If, for example, the government cannot establish a Truthful Cost 

or Pricing Data violation, it may attempt to rely on a CAS 

401/402 noncompliance
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Recent Developments

• Raytheon Co., Space & Airborne Sys., ASBCA Nos. 57801, 

et al., 15-1 BCA ¶ 36,024 

• Substantial CO discretion to determine when a change is 

desirable

• May be based solely upon increased costs to the government

• Contractor must show CO’s failure to consider the other desirability 

factors listed in FAR § 30.603-2 resulted in a prejudicial violation of 

that regulation

• Government may not double recover “increased costs” for 

change

• Government may recover increased costs allocated to flexibly-priced 

contracts, but it may not recover those same costs when they are 

removed from the allocation to fixed-price contracts
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Recent Developments (cont.)

• Proposed DOD CAS Board

• Senate Armed Services Committee recommended establishment 

of a DOD CAS Board in 2016

• Information Collection 9000-0129, Cost Accounting 

Standards Administration (Feb. 11, 2016)

• Requested comments on extension of previously approved 

information collection requirements concerning practice 

changes, cost impact calculations, GDMs and DCIs

• NDIA provided comments (Apr. 11, 2016)

• Preparing and updating GDMs and DCIs is impractical because 

resolution does not typically occur until after costs have been incurred

• 60-day advance notice requirement lacks utility because there is no 

requirement for the government to prospectively approve changes
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Questions?

•Steven M. Masiello

•Partner

•Government Contracts

•D +1 303 634 4355

E steve.masiello@dentons.com

•Gale R. Monahan

•Managing Associate

Government Contracts

•D +1 303 634 4311

E gale.monahan@dentons.com
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